
University of Florida 
Mentor: Liz Fox 
 
Duration of program at your site:  8 months 
Approximate State Date:   09/05/2018 
 
The University Athletic Association at the University of Florida would like to host a SNIP fellow 
to provide hands-on sports nutrition experience to an eligible candidate. With 5 registered 
dietitians on staff, 19 sports, and our partnership in product development/initiative with 
Gatorade, we can provide a SNIP fellow with a comprehensive and challenging learning 
environment. I foresee the fellow helping out with football and swim/dive in the fall, and 
helping out with baseball and softball in the spring. Depending upon performance in the fall, I 
would like the fellow to take lead on lacrosse in the spring as well. This will also allow the fellow 
to be mentored/learn from multiple dietitians, in addition to myself. Individual tasks will vary 
by sport, but in general will include: development of educational materials, meal plans, and 
menus, hydration testing, lab assessment & supplement plans, Gatorade Fuel Bar & Fuel Truck 
coverage/supervision, ADIME charting on athletes, and team talks/consults (consults with RD's 
at first, and then independence can develop with time). In the fall, I would estimate the fellow 
spending 10-15 hours a week with me, and most likely a little less time in the spring, as the 
fellow takes on more of an independent role. All of this would depend upon the fellow and 
his/her individual training & development with our program, and performance evaluations. 
The main roles/responsibilities for our Gatorade SNIP will include: 

• Lead RD for 1-2 teams (specific team determined based on current staffing/needs) – 
will handle all team talks, consults, supplements, hydration testing, team care reports, 
staff meetings, lab analysis, etc. 

• Assisting staff RD will the following sports: football, swim/dive, softball, baseball 
• Menu planning, catering, ordering, inventory, management of one of our Gatorade Fuel 

Bars, and assistance with the Fueling Gator volunteer/intern program 
 

 


